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ABSTRACT: Among a variety of polymers, poly (3-hydroxybutyrate-co-3-hydroxyvalerate) (PHBV), a microbial polyester, with
biodegradable, nonantigenic, and biocompatible properties, is attracting more and more attention in tissue engineering.
Hydroxyapatite (HA), similar to the mineral component of natural bone, is known to be osteoconductive, nontoxic, and
noninflammatory. In this study, aligned and random-oriented PHBV nanofibrous scaffolds loaded with HA nanoparticles were
fabricated through electrospinning technique. Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) derived from rat bone marrow were used to
investigate the effects of HA and orientation of fibers on cell proliferation and differentiation in vitro. Cell proliferation tested
with CCK-8 assay indicated that the MSCs attached and proliferated more favorably on random-oriented PHBV nanofibrous
meshes without HA. After one, two and four weeks of cell seeding, osteogenic markers including alkaline phosphate (ALP),
osteocalcin (OCN), and mineralized matrix deposits were detected, respectively. The results indicated that the introduction of
HA could induce MSCs to differentiate into osteoblasts. Moreover, 3D PHBV/HA scaffolds made from aligned and random-
oriented nanofibers were implanted into critical-sized rabbit radius defects and exhibited significant effects on the repair of critical
bone defects, implying their promising applications in bone tissue engineering.

KEYWORDS: PHBV nanofibers, hydroxyapatite, 3D scaffolds, mesenchymal stem cells, osteogenic differentiation,
bone tissue engineering

1. INTRODUCTION

An important goal of bone tissue engineering lies in the
development of biomedical scaffolds to repair large bone
defects caused by trauma, tumor and infection. Tissue
engineering scaffolds could connect neighboring ends of
defected bones and offer three-dimensional (3D) matrix for
the adhesion, proliferation, and differentiation of cells.1 A series
of biomedical materials such as bioactive inorganic substances,
biodegradable polymers, and their composites have been
designed into scaffolds for bone tissue engineering to study
their effects on osteogenesis.2 β-Triphosphate calcium (β-TCP)
and hydroxyapatite (HA) are the most commonly used ceramic

materials and have been reported to be utilized in animal
models to help in the healing of many kinds of critical-sized
defects.2,3 Though these materials have the desired properties
for biocompatibility and osteoconductivity, their brittle nature
has restricted their utilization.4 Many kinds of polymers such as
gelatin, PLGA (poly(lactide-co-glycolide)), and PCL (poly(ε-
caprolactone)), have also been used as scaffolds in bone tissue
engineering.4,5 Nowadays, composite materials composed of
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inorganic substances and polymers, are being designed to
improve resilience and rigidity, and have been widely
investigated as scaffolds for bone tissue engineering.6,7 It is
generally accepted that among various methods for fabricating
scaffolds, such as porogen leaching, phase separation/freeze-
drying, and gas foaming, the electrospinning technique can
generate nanoscaled fibrous scaffolds that mimic the extrac-
ellular matrix in structure as well as promote cell adhesion and
proliferation.8−12 However, nanofibrous meshes have generally
been used to investigate cell behavior in vitro7,13,14 instead of in
vivo bone formation abilities.15,16 Some researchers have
studied the capability of electrospun nanofibrous scaffolds to
repair critical-sized defects of flat bones (e.g., calvarium),17−20

but no research has been reported to use these scaffolds for
long bone (limbs) regeneration due to the difficulty of handling
fibrous meshes for long bone repair. Therefore, how to
construct 3D scaffolds from these nanofibrous meshes and use
them to repair long bone defects in vivo is an important task in
our study.
Another vital factor in bone tissue engineering is the cells.

The bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) are
multipotent stem cells that can differentiate into a variety of cell
types, including osteoblasts, chondrocytes, and neurons21−23 in
different conditions. Previous studies have proved that MSCs
could be induced into osteoblasts by adding some chemical
reagents into the culture media, and adjusting the topography,
chemistry or stiffness of the supporting substrates.24−29 For
example, Dalby et al.26 have demonstrated that controlled
disordered nanopits could induce MSCs to produce bone

mineral in vitro, in the absence of osteogenic supplements. Oh
et al.28 have reported that when cultured on nanotubular-
shaped titanium oxide surfaces in the absence of osteogenic
inducing media, human MSCs adhered more on smaller
nanotubes (diameter of ∼30 nm), but differentiated into
osteoblast-like cells on larger nanotubes (diameter in the range
of 70−100 nm). Jose et al.11 have reported that, within the
osteogenic media, the random-oriented electrospun nanofibers
induced osteogenesis of MSCs more effectively than flat films.
As a main inorganic component of bone, hydroxyapatite

(HA) has displayed osteoconductive and “inherent” osteoin-
ductive effect.3 Numerous studies have confirmed that 3D
porous scaffolds containing HA implanted into bone defects
can induce new bone formation after several weeks of
surgery.6,9,30 The osteoinductive role of HA has been
investigated by monitoring its ability to induce pluripotent
MSCs to differentiate along the osteogenic pathway. Most
previous research evaluated the osteoinductive ability of HA
when osteogenic media or growth factors were applied.31−33

However, few studies have investigated the individual effects of
HA on osteoinductivity.34 A recent study reported that the
incorporation of either HA or TCP into the PCL nanofibrous
scaffolds could regulate the osteogenic differentiation of human
MSCs in total absence of osteogenic supplements.35

In this study, random-oriented and aligned PHBV and
PHBV/HA nanofibrous scaffolds were prepared by electro-
spinning method. The effects of HA and orientation of fibers
on MSCs proliferation and osteogenic differentiation were
investigated by CCK-8 assay and by detecting the expression of

Figure 1. Schematic representation of (A) the preparation procedure of PHBV and PHBV/HA nanofibers and (B) implantable 3D PHBV/HA
scaffolds. Photographic images of 3D scaffolds made from (C) random-oriented nanofibrous meshes and (D) aligned nanofibrous meshes.
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ALP, OCN and mineral deposition, respectively. Furthermore,
we have processed random-oriented and aligned PHBV/HA
nanofibrous meshes into rodlike scaffolds and implanted them
into rabbit radius defects to investigate their effects on bone
regeneration in vivo.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Preparation and Characterization of PHBV-Based

Scaffolds. Random-oriented and aligned PHBV and PHBV/HA
fibers were fabricated via the electrospinning method;36 the schematic
procedure is shown in Figure 1A. In brief, for fabricating PHBV
nanofibers, the electrospun solution was prepared as follows: PHBV
(HV content 12 wt %, Sigma-Aldrich, USA) and poly (ethylene oxide)
(PEO, MW ≈ 1 000 000 Da, Guoren Chemical Co., Beijing, China),
with mass ratio of 9:1, were mixed in 2, 2, 2-trifluoroethanol (TFE,
Darui Finechem Ltd., Shanghai, China) at a final concentration of 2 wt
%, for example, 1.8 g of PHBV and 0.2 g of PEO were dissolved in 100
mL of TFE under magnetic stirring to get solution for preparing
PHBV nanofibers. For fabricating PHBV/HA nanofibers, 1.8 g of
PHBV and 0.2 g of PEO were dissolved in 50 mL of TFE under
magnetic stirring to get Solution 1, whereas 0.2 g of hydroxyapatite
(HA, diameter less than 200 nm, Sigma-Aldrich, USA) was uniformly
dispersed into 50 mL of TFE in ultrasonic bath to get Solution 2.
Then Solution 1 and 2 were mixed under magnetic stirring for 1 h to
get solution for preparing HA-containing PHBV nanofibers. To
prepare random-oriented nanofibers (NF), electrospun solution was
fed into a syringe with 6# needle (inner diameter of 0.5 mm) and
continually driven by an advancing pump at a speed of 5 mL per hour.
The aluminum foil connected to the cathode was used as a collector
for random-oriented nanofibers, whereas a roller with a rotating rate of
2500 rpm was used for collecting aligned nanofibers (A-NF). A 12 kV
high DC voltage was applied between the metal needle and the
collector at a certain distance. All collected fibers were dried in vacuum
desiccator for 24 h at 60 °C to remove residual solvent. In order to
mimic bone shape, 3D scaffolds were prepared based on random-
oriented and aligned PHBV/HA fibrous meshes. For this purpose
random-oriented and aligned PHBV/HA nanofibrous meshes were cut
into trapezoid shapes, and those small pieces of meshes were then
rolled along the longer side into a rod shape as shown in Figure.1B.
Before use, all scaffolds were sterilized by autoclave at 120 °C for 20
min.
The morphology of electrospun nanofibers was observed by

scanning electron microscope (SEM, ultra plus Zeiss, Germany).
The average diameter of fibers was determined by measuring
diameters of 100 nanofibers in SEM images using the ImageJ software.
HA particles dispersed inside fibers were observed by transmission
electron microscope (TEM, Tecnai G2 S-TWIN, The Netherlands).
2.2. Isolation and Identification of MSCs. MSCs from rat bone

marrow were extracted as has been described previously.36,37 Briefly,
the tibias and femurs from 4-week-old Sprague−Dawley rats were
dissected. Both ends of the bones were cut down along the epiphysis,
then marrow was flushed with 10 mL of cell culture medium consisting
of α-minimal essential medium (α-MEM, Thermo Scientific HyClone,
USA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Thermo
Scientific HyClone, USA) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin antibiotics
(Gibco, USA) contained in one-off syringe with steel needle. To
obtain MSCs, bone marrow cells were transferred into a culture flask
and incubated at 37 °C with 5% CO2. The medium was replaced every
3 days and most nonadherent cells were removed. After 8 to 10 days,
when the cells reached confluence, the culture medium was discarded
and cells were washed with PBS, and incubated in 0.25% trypsin
(Amresco, USA) at 37 °C for 5 min. Digestion was stopped by
removing trypsin and adding 3 mL of culture medium. Suspended cells
were then subcultured at a 1:2 plate ratio.
Identification and characterization of MSCs was performed using

standard procedures as described in detail in the Supporting
Information. Analysis by flow cytometry demonstrated the cells were
negative for CD11b, CD34 and CD45, and positive for CD29 and
CD90 (see the Supporting Information, Figure S1). The osteogenic

and adipogenic potential of the MSCs were verified using standard
assays and medium supplements, and the resulting cells were
characterized using Alizarin red staining and oil red staining,
respectively (see the Supporting Information, Figure S2).

2.3. Behavior of MSCs on Different Nanofibrous Meshes.
MSCs at the fourth or fifth passage were planted onto PHBV random-
oriented and aligned nanofibers (NF and A-NF) and HA-containing
PHBV NF and A-NF (HA-NF and HA-A-NF) meshes at a density of
10 000 cells/cm2. Normal growth medium (GM), composed of α-
MEM, 10% FBS, and 1% penicillin/streptomycin antibiotics, was
changed every three days in the MSCs proliferation experiment. In
order to investigate the osteoinductive ability of HA and the two
different nanofibrous orientations, PHBV NF and A-NF meshes
seeded with MSCs in GM were chosen as negative control groups,
while PHBV HA-NF and HA-A-NF meshes cultured with MSCs in
GM were made experimental groups. In these two groups, GM was
changed every 3 days. As positive control groups, MSCs were first
seeded on the surfaces of PHBV NF and A-NF in GM. After a day of
culture, GM was replaced by osteogenic medium (OM), which
contains low glucose DMEM (Thermo Scientific HyClone, USA)
supplemented with 10% FBS, 1% penicillin/streptomycin antibiotics,
10 mmol/L glycerol phosphate disodium salt hydrate, 10 nmol/L
dexamethasone, 50 μmol/L L-ascorbic acid sodium salt, 300 mg/L L-
glutamine and 10 nmol/L 1α, 25-dihydroxyvitamin D3 (the above five
chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, USA).The OM was
also changed every 3 days throughout the experiment.

2.3.1. Proliferation and Morphology of MSCs. CCK-8 Test. Cell
proliferation was tested by cell counting kit-8 (CCK-8, Dojindo,
Japan) as previously described.38,39 Briefly, at 1, 4, and 7 days after cell
seeding, 220 μL of CCK-8 solutions at a dilution of 1:10 with MEM
media were added to each sample located in each well of a 48-well
plate and cultured in an incubator at 37 °C with 5% CO2. Three hours
later, 100 μL of media were transferred to each well of a 96-well plate
to measure absorption value at a wavelength of 450 nm using a
microplate reader (Symergy HT, BioTek, USA). The rest media with
CCK-8 solution was discarded and fresh culture media was added to
each sample. The experiment was repeated three times with six parallel
repeats for each sample.

Morphology of MSCs. After 7 days of culture, MSCs on different
surfaces of random-oriented/aligned PHBV and PHBV/HA nano-
fibrous meshes were gently rinsed three times with PBS buffer and
fixed with 2.5% glutaraldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) for 2 h at room
temperature. After fixation, the samples were rinsed again with PBS
and underwent dehydration with gradient ethanol (30, 50, 70, 80, 90,
95, and 100%) for 10 min each step. The samples were then dried and
examined by SEM.

2.3.2. Osteogenic Differentiation of MSCs. After 7, 14, and 28 days
of cell seeding, samples were taken out from the 48-well plate. The
alkaline phosphatase (ALP) activity, osteocalcin (OCN) expression
and mineralized matrix deposition were detected to evaluate the
osteogenic differentiation of MSCs on the different materials.

ALP Assay. Alkaline phosphatase detection kit (BCIP/NBT, 5-
bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl phosphate/p-nitroblue tetrazolium chloride,
Amresco, USA) was used to determine the ALP activity. Seven days
after cell seeding, the samples were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde
(Lingfeng Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China) for 30 min
and rinsed three times with PBS. BCIP/NBT was then added and they
were incubated for 30 min. Finally, samples were rinsed once with
water and observed under a bright-field microscope.

Fluorescent Staining of OCN, Actin, and Nucleus. To stain the
OCN on different fibrous meshes, we washed samples with PBS,
permeabilized by 0.5% formaldehyde (Xilong Chemical Technology
Co., Ltd., Shantou, China) coupled with 0.2% Triton X-100 (SunShine
Biotechnology Co., Ltd., Nanjing, China) in PBS buffer at pH 7.4 for 5
min at room temperature, and then rinsed with PBS once followed by
fixation in 4% formaldehyde in PBS for 20 min. After three washes
with PBS, 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA, SunShine Biotechnology
Co., Ltd., Nanjing, China) in PBS was used as blocking solution to
prevent nonspecific binding of antibody. After three times of rinsing
with PBS, samples were immersed in osteocalcin primary antibody
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(1:100 in 1% BSA, rabbit polyclonal antibody of rat, Santa Cruz
Biotechnology, USA) and incubated at 4 °C for at least 12 h. After
washed with PBS, samples were incubated in secondary antibody
(1:200 in 1% BSA, Alexa-Fluor 488 goat antirabbit IgG, Invitrogen,
USA) for 1 h at 37 °C protected from light. Samples were washed
twice and then incubated with Alexa-Fluor 633 phalloidin (Invitrogen,
USA) at a dilution of 1:100 in the dark for 30 min followed by rinsing
twice with PBS. Finally, to stain nucleus, samples were immersed in
hoechst 33342 (Sigma, USA) at a concentration of 10 μg/mL for 30
min protected from light. All samples were embedded with neutral
balsam to reduce the quenching of fluorescence.
A spinning disk confocal system (Revolution XD, Andor

Technology, Northern Ireland) built on the left port of Ti-E inverted
microscope (Nikon, Japan) was used to observe all samples and the
confocal images were collected by an electron-multiplying CCD
(EMCCD) iXon DV885 (Andor Technology).40 405, 491, and 640
nm solid-state lasers modulated by AOTF (acousto-optic tunable
filter) were used as the illumination sources for Hoechst 33342, OCN
and actin, respectively. Fluorescence emission was collected by 20×
objective, passed through EM 452/45, EM 520/15 and EM 685/40
emission filters (Semrock, USA). All images were obtained with a fixed
parameter of AOTF.
Real-Time PCR. After 1 and 2 weeks of culture, total RNA of the

cells on nanofibrous meshes was extracted by Trizol reagent
(Invitrogen, USA). The quality of RNA was detected by
spectrophotometric (BioTek, USA). The first strand synthesis of
cDNA was performed using equal amount of RNA samples (2 μL),
according to M-MLV reserve transcriptase instructions (Promega,
USA). Real time PCR was used to analyze gene expression levels of
ALP and OCN. GAPDH was employed as housekeeping gene. Primer
sequences we used were listed in Table S1 (see the Supporting
Information). PCR reactions were performed using SYBR Premix Ex
Taq (TaKaRa, Dalian, China) in a total volume of 20 μL (1.5 μL
cDNA samples). Real time PCR was carried out by using ABI 7500
real time PCR system (Application Biosystems, USA). Relative
expression of ALP and OCN gene was calculated by the comparative
2−ΔΔCt method,41 where ΔΔCt = (CtTarget − CtGAPDH) − (CtControl −
CtGAPDH). Each sample was assessed at least in triplicate.
Alizarin Red Staining for Mineralization. In order to stain the

calcium mineralization on different meshes, cells were fixed with 70%
ethanol for 1 h at room temperature. After washed once with water,
samples were immersed in 40 mM Alizarin red S (ARS, Sigma, USA)
for 20 min and then washed five times with water. All samples were
observed under bright field microscope. The reaction products of ARS
and calcium mineralization on different samples were dissolved with
10% cetylpyridinium chloride in water for 15 min at 37 °C. HA-NF

and HA-A-NF meshes (without seeding cells) stained with ARS were
chosen as control. Absorbance of ARS extracts was measured at 560
nm with a microplate reader (Symergy HT, BioTek, USA).

2.4. Animal Model and In vivo Study. Twenty-four three-
month-old New Zealand white rabbits weighing 2.0−2.5 kg were used
to create bone defect model. All animals were kept in the Animal
Center of Southeast University and divided into three groups
stochastically. The experiment protocol was approved by the Animal
Center of Southeast University, in accordance with the institutional
guidelines for care and use of laboratory animals. The experimental
procedures were as follows: animals were anesthetized by injection of
30 mg/kg sodium pentobarbital (Merck, Germany) and critical-sized
defects with lengths of 1.5 cm were created in the middle part of left
radius.42−45 After the debris at defect sites was washed away by sterile
physiological saline solution, defects were filled with 3D PHBV HA-
NF or HA-A-NF scaffolds (preparation procedures see Figure 1 and
Section 2.1), or commercial artificial bones (calcium sulfate bone graft
substitutes, cylindrical particles with the diameter of ∼4.9 mm and
height of ∼3.3 mm, the name of the manufacturer is omitted.) as
controls. The muscle and skin were then sutured separately with 4−0
sutures. After the surgery, all rabbits were raised in the same
environment as before and were given muscle injection of penicillin
with a dose of 400 000 units (Lu kang pharmaceutical Co. Ltd.,
Shandong, China) for 3 days.

2.4.1. X-ray Radiograph. A digital radiography X-ray system (DR,
IDC Canada) was used to evaluate the mineralization and osteogenisis
of rabbit radius defects after 1, 4, 8, and 12 weeks of surgery.

2.4.2. Histological Analysis. The samples were fixed with 4%
paraformaldehyde, decalcified in 0.1 M HCl, embedded in O.C.T.
Compound (Tissue-Tek, SAKURA, USA), and frozen in −80 °C for 3
h. Sections with 15 μm thickness were made by Shandon Cryotome
PSE (Thermo, USA) and stained with Hematoxylin and Eosin
Staining Kit (HE, Beyotime, China). The area of newly formed bone
was examined under light microscopy.

2.4.3. Mechanical Test. Animals were sacrificed by anesthetic
overdose 16 weeks after implantation. The repaired left radii after
implantation of 3D PHBV HA-NF or HA-A-NF scaffolds were taken
out for testing of their mechanical properties. The right normal radius
of each rabbit was taken out and tested as a control.

2.4.4. SEM Images of New Bones. SEM was used to investigate the
morphology of new-formed bones which were acquired from repaired
radii after implantation of PHBV HA-NF or HA-A-NF scaffolds for 16
weeks. The new bones taken out from rabbit were fixed with 4%
paraformaldehyde for 24 h at room temperature, and then dehydrated
with gradient ethanol (30, 50, 70, 90, and 100%) for 30 min each step.

Figure 2. SEM images of (A) random-oriented PHBV nanofibers, (B) aligned PHBV nanofibers, (C) random-oriented PHBV/HA nanofibers, (D)
aligned PHBV/HA nanofibers, and TEM images of (E) random-oriented PHBV/HA nanofibers, (F) aligned PHBV/HA nanofibers. The inserts
show the diameter distributions of four kinds of nanofibers.
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2.5. Statistical Analysis. The in vitro studies were repeated for
three times using different rats as the source of MSCs. One-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to compare the means among
six repeated samples and t-test was performed to analyze the difference
between two groups. A value of P < 0.05 was considered to be
statistically significant.

3. RESULTS
3.1. Fabrication of Nanofibers and 3D Scaffolds.

Electrospinning method was used to create random-oriented/
aligned PHBV and PHBV/HA nanofibers; Figure 1 shows the
preparation procedures of the electrospun solutions, nanofibers
(Figure 1A), implantable 3D scaffolds (Figure 1B), and the
photographic images of 3D scaffolds made from random-
oriented (Figure 1C) and aligned (Figure 1D) nanofibrous
meshes. The 3D scaffold was layered into hollow tubes with
inner diameter of 0.5 mm and outside diameter of 3 mm.
Figure 2A−D show the morphologies of NF, A-NF, HA-NF,
and HA-A-NF observed under SEM with the diameter of 554 ±
52 nm, 381 ± 65 nm, 584 ± 52 nm, and 369 ± 60 nm,
respectively. The insets show the diameter distribution of each
kind of fiber mesh, from which it can be seen that fibers are
uniform in diameter. Most aligned PHBV or PHBV/HA fibers
are oriented parallel to each other. The SEM images indicate
that the introduction of HA does not influence the continuity
of nanofibers. However, some HA aggregates are found at the
surfaces or the interconnection points of randomly oriented
nanofibers (Figure 2C), which may cause the slight increase in
the diameter of HA-NF fibers. Some are distributed inside the
nanofibers as indicated in TEM images (Figure 2E, F).
3.2. Proliferation and Differentiation of MSCs on

Nanofibrous Meshes. The proliferation of MSCs on
nanofibrous meshes was tested by CCK-8 assay at 1, 4, and 7
days (Figure 3) and the morphology of MSCs was observed by

SEM (Figure 4). From the proliferation test it can be found
that cell attachment on PHBV NF surfaces was similar to that
on PHBV HA-NF surfaces on the first day after cell seeding,
while more cells were detected on PHBV A-NF surfaces than
on PHBV HA-A-NF surfaces (P < 0.05). Comparing the cell
proliferation on surfaces of NF and A-NF with that on HA-NF
and HA-A-NF, respectively, at 4 and 7 days after cell seeding, it
is apparent that the introduction of HA slowed down cell
proliferation (P < 0.05). SEM images of MSCs after 7 days of

culture on these four different fibrous meshes also indicate
similar cell proliferation tendency (Figure 4A, C, E, and G). In
addition, magnified SEM images show that MSCs could spread
along the nanofibrous meshes. On the aligned A-NF and HA-A-
NF surfaces, MSCs were elongated along the nanofibers
(Figure 4D, H). On the random-oriented NF and HA-NF
surfaces, MSCs spread in random directions (Figure 4B, F).
Cell filopodia could be observed extending along the nanofibers
on all types of fibrous meshes.
ALP, OCN, and calcium deposits in MSCs were detected

using chromogenic substrate kit, immunofluorescence staining,
and chemistry staining, respectively; this, in order to
qualitatively evaluate osteogenisis. The ALP activity was tested
by BCIP/NBT kit after 7 days of cell seeding. The stained
results were observed by microscope and captured by Canon
camera. Figure 5 shows the ALP staining images of MSCs on
different nanofibrous meshes in GM or in OM (Figure 5A−F).
The inserts show the digital images of the whole ALP-stained
mesh surfaces. It is clear that in GM, MSCs express significantly
higher ALP activity on HA-containing PHBV nanofibrous
meshes (both aligned and random-oriented, Figure 5B, E) than
on nanofibrous meshes without HA (Figure 5A, D). The ALP
activity expressed by MSCs on HA-NF and HA-A-NF meshes
in GM is even higher than that of NF and A-NF meshes in OM
(Figure 5C, F). However, no significant difference on ALP

Figure 3. Viability of MSCs on different PHBV nanofibrous meshes.
NF, PHBV nanofibers; A-NF, aligned PHBV nanofibers; HA-NF,
PHBV/HA nanofibers; HA-A-NF, aligned PHBV/HA nanofibers. Six
parallel repeats were tested for each sample; the bar indicates standard
deviation. (*): P < 0.05.

Figure 4. SEM images of MSCs after 7 days of culture on (A, B) NF,
(C, D) A-NF, (E, F) HA-NF, and (G, H) HA-A-NF.
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expression is observed between HA-NF and HA-A-NF meshes
(Figure 5B, E).
Figure 6 shows the immunofluorescence images of OCN 14

days after MSCs seeding on different meshes. Very little green
fluorescence is observed on NF and A-NF surfaces when
seeded MSCs were cultured in GM (Figure 6A, D). Upon the
addition of HA in scaffolds, more OCN is expressed on HA-NF
and HA-A-NF (Figure 6B, E); the OCN expression level is
even higher than that on NF and A-NF when seeded MSCs
were cultured in OM (Figure 6C, F). The above results are in
good agreement with the results from ALP expression.
To further support the staining results described above, we

also studied ALP and OCN gene expressions by quantitative
real time PCR analysis after 7 and 14 days of cell culture, with
the analysis data shown in Figure 7. Compared to negative
control (NF in GM), the levels of ALP and OCN gene
expression were up-regulated when MSCs cultured on HA-NF

in GM and on NF in OM (Figure 7A and B). The expression
level of ALP on HA-NF in GM was even higher than that on
NF in OM at both tested time points (Figure 7A), whereas the
OCN expression level on HA-NF in GM was lower at day 7 but
higher at day 14 than that on NF in OM (P < 0.05) (Figure
7B). Figure 7C−E show both ALP and OCN levels when
MSCs cultured on HA-NF in GM, NF in OM and NF in GM
compared to those on HA-A-NF in GM, A-NF in OM and A-
NF in GM, respectively. From Figure 7C, it can be found that
the expression levels of ALP and OCN of cells cultured on HA-
NF were much higher than those on HA-A-NF in GM (fold
changes >2). While compared to A-NF, the expression levels of
ALP and OCN of cells cultured on NF were up-regulated
slightly both in OM and GM (fold changes <2) (Figure 7D, E).
Levels of mineral deposition were detected by staining with

ARS; micrographs and quantitative results are shown in Figure
8. From the bright-field pictures, we found that there was little

Figure 5. ALP staining of MSCs cultured on different PHBV nanofibrous meshes in different media for 7 days. The inserts show macroscopic
images. (A, D) On NF and A-NF in GM, (B, E) on HA-NF and HA-A-NF in GM, (C, F) on NF and A-NF in OM.

Figure 6. Immunofluorescent staining of OCN 14 days after MSCs were cultured on different PHBV nanofibrous meshes in different media. (A, D)
On NF and A-NF in GM, (B, E) on HA-NF and HA-A-NF in GM, (C, F) on NF and A-NF in OM. Red, actin; blue, nucleus; green, OCN. Scale
bar: 100 μm.
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mineral deposits on NF and A-NF surfaces in GM (Figure 8A,
D), whereas many more calcium deposits were stained by ARS
on NF and A-NF surfaces in OM (Figure 8C, F). With the
introduction of HA, HA-NF, and HA-A-NF meshes in GM
were optimal for inducing the differentiation of MSCs into
osteoblasts (Figure 8B and E). Figure 8G shows the
quantitative analysis of mineral deposits by subtracting the
background from fibrous meshes (without seeding cells). The
results are consistent with the staining micrographs. It is clear
that more mineral deposits are obtained in both experimental
group (HA-NF and HA-A-NF in GM) and positive control
group (NF and A-NF in OM) than in negative control group
(NF and A-NF in GM). The mineral deposits on HA-NF and
HA-A-NF meshes in GM are even higher than those on NF and
A-NF meshes in OM. However, no significant difference has
been observed between random-oriented and aligned nano-
fibrous meshes in all three groups.
3.3. Repair of Critical-Sized Radius Defects. Figure 9

shows radiographs of rabbit radius defects implanted with 3D
HA-NF scaffolds, 3D HA-A-NF scaffolds or commercial
artificial bones (as controls) at 1, 4, 8, and 12 weeks post
surgery.

At 1 week post surgery, the implanted 3D HA-NF and HA-
A-NF scaffolds are not visible at bone defect sites in the X-ray
radiographs (Figure 9A-1 and B-1) because of the relative low
molecular mass of materials, which makes it easy for new-
formed bone to be distinguished. Only a little bone formation
at the left end of bone defect can be observed in HA-A-NF
group (Figure 9B-1), while more amount of new-formed bone
is observed in HA-NF group (Figure 9A-1). In the control
group, the implantation of commercial artificial bones which are
mainly composed of calcium sulfate can be clearly seen in the
X-ray radiograph (Figure 9C-1).
At 4 weeks post surgery, in both the groups of HA-NF and

HA-A-NF, significant new-bone formation occurred at both
ends of the bone defects with good connection to the
neighboring host bones (Figure 9A-2 and B-2). However, in
the group of commercial artificial bones, the implanted
materials were dispersed totally and little mineralization
appeared (Figure 9C-2).
At 8 weeks post surgery, the densities of mineralization along

implanted scaffolds in the repaired areas continuously increased
in the groups of HA-NF and HA-A-NF (Figure 9A-3 and 9B-
3). In the control group, new-bone formation appeared at both

Figure 7. Quantitative real time PCR gene expression analysis of osteoblast-related genes. (A, B) ALP and OCN expression levels for MSCs cultured
on HA-NF in GM and NF in OM compared to NF in GM at day 7 and 14, (C−E) ALP and OCN expression levels for MSCs cultured on HA-NF in
GM, NF in OM, and NF in GM compared to HA-A-NF in GM, A-NF in OM, and A-NF in GM, respectively. Results are reported as mean ±
standard deviation.
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ends of defected radius and medullary cavity of bone began to
be blocked (Figure 9C-3).
At 12 weeks post surgery, the bone defects were completely

filled with new cortical bone in the groups of HA-NF and HA-
A-NF (Figure 9A-4 and B-4). However, medullary cavity of
bone was blocked completely in the control group (Figure 9C-
4).
Figure.10 shows typical histological sections of 3D HA-A-NF

scaffolds after 16 weeks of implantation. It can be seen that the
new-formed bones (blue arrows) have grown into the cavity
between undegraded nanofiber layers (green arrows).

Sixteen weeks later, the experimental left rabbit radii, which
had undergone implantation, were taken out for mechanical
properties testing. The right normal radii of rabbits were taken
as controls. Figure 11 shows the stress−strain curves obtained
from the repaired bones from HA-NF and HA-A-NF groups. It
can be found that both strain values of the two experimental
groups were less than seventy percent of normal groups, which
indicated that the amount of collagen in the regenerated radius
was less than that in normal bones.46,47 The elasticity modulus
could be obtained by calculating the ratio of stress value to
strain value according to the stress−strain curve. The elasticity
modulus of experimental group of HA-NF (EB = 361.83 ±
23.88 MPa) was smaller than that of normal group (EB′ =
432.82 ± 70.96 MPa), while the data in the experimental group
of HA-A-NF (EA = 471.02 ± 33.42 MPa) was similar to the
normal group (EA′ = 438.28 ± 29.99 MPa).
SEM was used to investigate the inner structure of new-

formed bones. Figure 12A, B showed the cross-section of a little
piece of new bone obtained from HA-NF group and HA-A-NF
group, respectively. The magnified images (Figure 12C, D)
indicate new collagen fibers and remaining scaffold materials as
pointed by white arrows and black arrows, respectively.
Meanwhile, massive deposited minerals can be found inside
the HA-NF and HA-A-NF scaffolds. Large amounts of calcium
and phosphorus were detected in the new-formed bones by
energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS, Figure 12B inset)

4. DISCUSSION

In our previous studies, the condition for fabricating PHBV
electrospun fibers has been optimized.36 PEO was introduced

Figure 8. Mineral deposition staining of MSCs cultured on different PHBV nanofibrous meshes in different media for 28 days. (A, D) on NF and A-
NF in GM, (B, E) on HA-NF and HA-A-NF in GM, (C, F) on NF and A-NF in OM, (G) Quantification of mineral deposition by detecting
absorbance of ARS extracts. Results are reported as mean ± standard deviation. (*): P < 0.05.

Figure 9. X-ray radiographs of rabbit radii defects implanted with the
3D scaffolds of HA-NF (A-1−A-4), HA-A-NF (B-1−B-4), and
commercial artificial bones (C-1−C-4) after 1, 4, 8, and 12 weeks of
surgery.
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to improve the processability of PHBV fibers and reduce the
PHBV concentration required for obtaining continuous fibers.
In this study, a novel kind of 3D PHBV/HA scaffold was

further fabricated by electrospinning technique and applied in
bone tissue engineering. Electrospun nanofibrous scaffolds
could provide a suitable surface for cell attachment and
proliferation by mimicking the structure of natural extracellular
matrices (ECMs). The SEM and TEM images of HA-
containing nanofibers indicated that HA nanoparticles disperse
both inside and outside the fibers. The diameter of aligned
nanofibers was smaller than that of random-oriented nano-
fibers, likely due to the stretching force induced from rotating
rollers. As the mineral component of natural bone, HA is
considered osteoconductive and bioactive, allowing new bone
formation. It has been widely employed as bone substitute in
the clinical arena.48 The effect of loaded HA on attachment and
proliferation of cells (e.g., osteoblasts, MC3T3-E1, MSCs) has
also been investigated previously.14,49−53 It has been proposed
that cells were sensitive to the composition and properties of
scaffolds, such as the concentration and size of loaded HA
particles, surface roughness and porosity of the composites. In
this study, the effect of HA-loaded PHBV nanofibers on the
attachment and proliferation of MSCs was studied using CCK-
8 assay and SEM. As shown in Figure 3, the MSCs keep

Figure 10. Histological sections of rabbit radius defects implanted with 3D HA-A-NF scaffolds after 16 weeks of implantation. (B) Amplification of
the square area in A. Blue arrows, newly formed bones; green arrows, the remaining undegraded materials.

Figure 11. Mechanical tests of the repaired rabbit radii (left radius) 16
weeks after implantation of (A) 3D HA-A-NF scaffolds and (B) 3D
HA-NF scaffolds. (A′) and (B′) Control tests performed on the
normal radii (right radius) of rabbits implanted with HA-A-NF and
HA-NF scaffolds, respectively.

Figure 12. SEM images of newly formed bones. (A) A piece of new bone at bone defect sites after implantation with 3D HA-NF scaffolds. (B) A
piece of new bone at bone defect sites after implantation with 3D HA-A-NF scaffolds, inset: EDS spectrum. (C) Magnified area of A, inset:
amplification of the square area in C. (D) magnified area of B. White arrows indicate the new collagen fibers and black arrows indicate the remaining
undegraded materials.
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proliferating on all sample surfaces within the 7 culture days
after seeding. However, the introduction of HA to PHBV
nanofibers significantly slows down the proliferation rate of
MSCs compared with pure PHBV nanofibers, which is likely
due to the differentiation of MSCs toward osteoblasts induced
by HA as we can see from the following ALP staining and OCN
immunostainning (Figures 5 and 6).
HA is considered an osteoconductive and “inherent”

osteoinductive material. This is based on numerous studies
which proved the capability of HA to promote new bone
formation in vivo.6,9,30,54 It has been recently reported that HA
is also osteoinductive in the absence of osteogenic factors.35 In
this study, the osteoinductive property of HA was also found by
in vitro investigating the osteogenic differentiation of MSCs on
various nanofibrous scaffolds without adding any osteogenic
factors. At different stages of the differentiation process, the
expressions of ALP, OCN, and mineral deposits were
qualitatively and quantitatively detected. ALP is considered as
an early differentiation marker because ALP expression level is
associated with the activity of osteoblasts and new bone
formation. The higher ALP expression was found when MSCs
were cultured on PHBV/HA scaffolds in GM or on PHBV
scaffolds in OM compared to that on PHBV scaffolds in GM
regardless of the fiber orientation. The fact that the ALP
expression level on PHBV/HA scaffolds in GM is higher than
that on PHBV scaffolds in OM (Figure 7A) indicates that the
introduction of HA has a similar effect as OM on stimulating
the osteogenic differentiation of MSCs in early stage. OCN,
secreted by mature osteoblasts, was also detected on those
scaffolds seeded with MSCs in different culture media. The
positive OCN expressions on PHBV/HA scaffolds in GM and
on PHBV scaffolds in OM demonstrate that the scaffolds
loaded with HA nanoparticles have similar osteoinductivity to
the OM (Figure 7B). Furthermore, calcium nodule creation
was detected by ARS staining and hence is in good agreement
with OCN expression results. The mineral deposits on PHBV
scaffolds in OM were less than those on PHBV/HA scaffolds in
GM no matter what the fiber orientation was (Figure 8G). The
osteogenic differentiation of MSCs was not significantly
affected by fiber orientations when HA was absent according
to our study (Figure 7D, E, Figure 8G). This phenomenon has
also been observed in a recent study by Wei et al.49 However,
Yin et al. previously found that when cultured on aligned
nanofibers, human tendon stem/progenitor cells (hTSPCs)
had lower expression of osteogenic markers but higher tendon-
specific genes expression than those on randomly oriented
nanofibers.55 These disparities may attribute to the different
types of stem cells. Additionally, in our study, when HA was
introduced, the expressions of osteogenic genes were much
higher on random-oriented nanofiber surfaces than those on
aligned nanofiber surfaces, which indicated that the HA-
containing random-oriented nanofibers were favorable for early
stage osteogenic differentiation of MSCs in vitro. However, no
significant difference has been observed in the amount of
mineral deposits between HA-NF and HA-A-NF meshes in
GM.
A critical-sized bone defect model was used to study the

bone repair capability of PHBV/HA 3D scaffolds compared
with a commercial artificial bone product, which is a calcium
sulfate bone graft substitute. From the radiographic results it
can be seen that the critical-sized rabbit radius defect (1.5 cm in
length) was repaired completely with implantation of 3D
scaffolds, based on either random-oriented or aligned PHBV/

HA nanofibers, indicating the excellent bone regeneration
effects of our 3D PHBV/HA scaffolds. Bone mechanical
property is an important criterion for the evaluation of bone
fracture healing. Compared with 3D PHBV HA-NF scaffolds,
the elasticity modulus of the repaired radius where 3D PHBV
HA-A-NF scaffolds were implanted was much closer to the
value of the normal radius. Based on results of cell
differentiation and in vivo animal tests, we do not observe
considerable differences between the effects of PHBV HA-NF
and HA-A-NF on MSCs differentiation or bone repair.
However, if considering the differences in the mechanical
properties of healed bones caused by different fiber
orientations, we propose that PHBV HA-A-NF scaffolds are
more suitable for bone tissue engineering. In this study, the
differences in diameter were not investigated because only
comparing random and aligned NFs with the same averaged
diameter could show any significant differences. The superiority
of our PHBV/HA scaffolds to the commercial artificial bones
used as controls in our experiments or to some other 3D
porous scaffolds was shown as following: (1) The two ends of
the 3D nanofibrous scaffolds were designed in the shape of a
cone (Figure 1B−D), which makes it easier to insert the
scaffolds into the cavity of impaired radius with tight
connection, and thus facilitates bone healing. (2) The
cylindrical scaffolds bridge the bone defect and guide new
bone regeneration from the host bone along implant interfaces
(Figure 10). The hollow structure allows bone marrow to fill
the interior of scaffolds and MSCs could be recruited into
scaffolds. (3) Each layer of these coiled cylindrical scaffolds has
nanofibrous surface, which is desirable for MSCs adhesion and
proliferation. The dispersed HA nanoparticles play an
important role in osteoinduction of MSCs.
The current 3D PHBV/HA scaffolds have exhibited good

capacity for repairing rabbit bone defects. However, these
scaffolds can be further improved in terms of the degradability.
Twelve weeks after implantation, the rabbit radii with scaffolds
were taken out and the scaffold pieces could still be found
inside the deposited minerals, which may hinder the formation
and maturation of new bones at the late stage of bone healing.
Therefore, our next work will aim to optimize the material
composition and obtain PHBV/HA scaffolds with favorable
degradation rate.

5. CONCLUSION
In this study, we prepared PHBV and PHBV/HA fibrous
scaffolds with different orientations. The growth behavior of
MSCs on the PHBV and PHBV/HA nanofibrous meshes
(random-oriented and aligned) indicated that MSCs attached
and proliferated more favorably on random-oriented PHBV
nanofibrous meshes without HA. The study shows that the
introduction of HA could induce the osteogenic differentiation
of MSCs. The orientation of nanofibers showed a distinct effect
on cell morphology. Compared to HA-containing aligned
nanofibers, the HA-containing random-oriented nanofibers
were favorable for early stage osteogenic differentiation of
MSCs in vitro, but there is no obvious difference between them
in the mineral deposition. In vivo animal tests indicated that 3D
PHBV nanofibrous scaffolds containing HA nanoparticles had
significant effects on the repair of critical-sized rabbit bone
defects compared with calcium sulfate-based commercial
artificial bones. The mechanical properties of repaired bones
after implantation of 3D PHBV/HA scaffolds with different
fiber orientations indicated that PHBV/HA scaffolds composed
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of aligned nanofibers are more suitable for bone tissue
engineering compared to those composed of random-oriented
nanofibers.
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